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Achemenian, Persian, and other sculptures. It seems quite obvious
that the deity developed from the totem of a pastoral pre-Aryan
people, probably inhabiting Central Asia at a distant period. We
have no indication as to whether ancient Iranian people adopted the
deity itself, or simply used the Assyro-Babylonian iconographic forms
or their own idea which was close to it by its nature. In her erudite
article, Mrs. C. Trever stresses the fact that the fragment, found in
the Tali Barzu excavations, could not be the result of the influence
of the Achemenian iconography, because it is of an earlier origin.
She tries to prove that it was connected with the land of Gava,
which apparently was the ancient name of Soghd, the original site
of the sacred Airyena Vaenjo of the Avesta, the older portions of
which were composed there. The Gopat, bull-man, and the king of
bulls, was a deity connected with water and irrigation, just as the
mythical bull Hadayash. It is possible that the name of the
Zoroastrian Adam—Gayomart, was an evolution of. the earlier
Gavomard, Le,, primaeval bull-man. In later times Mithra and the
bull consecrated to him are possibly later phases of the same idea in
which both parts of this mythical conception have split into their
original elements. The honorific title borne by the Sasanian heirs
of the Throne, ' Kushanshah', was apparently a substitute for the
earlier title Gopatshah. W. Ivanow, JBBRAS, VoL I? (1941), p. 37.
Trever, (Mrs.) C.—A Sasanian Banner-top (Russian text).
TOSHM. IIL	[1608
Describes a silver dragon  head which  was   used as  a top of the
banner carried by the Sasanian troops.
Walker, John—A Catalogue of the Arab-Sasanian Coins.
(Umaiyad Governors in the East, Arab-Ephthalites*
Abbasid Governors in Tabaristan and Bukhara). 9^6"x 6",
pp. clxi+244, 40 plates. The British Museum, London,
1941,	[1609
Wilson, Arnold—South-West  Persia.   A  Political   Officers
Diary, 1907-1914.   %W*$W, PP. rii + 316.  Oxford Univer-
sity Press, London, 1941,	[1610
Description of the author's  journey in Iran and the romance of
map making.
Wilson, 0. E.—*Contributions to the Classical Persian-English
Vocabulary. IsC. XV, pp. 349-378 ; 473-509.	[1611
. Gives quotations from Persian Works, and vocabulary of certain
words occurring therein.

